
ETC: Identifying Reflections, Determining Path & Incidence Boundary
Points

Once you have generated an ETC, it is of benefit to determine the individual reflections
of interest, the individual indirect paths, and the location of the boundary incidence. This
is effective for both reflective and diffractive indirect sources. There are several simple
methods from which to choose.

Note: The following assumes that you have precisely marked the position of the
measurement mic capsule in space, such that the precise position can be reproduced
later for comparative measurements. (A plumb bob can be most useful for this
purpose.) All measurements must be made with the source and mic located in
precisely the same positions in order to generate measurements that can be directly
compared. Failure to do this will result in the inability to insure repeatability and quality
follow-up measurements.

String Method:

The most basic method illustrates the concept well, but is admittedly the most tedious.
But it is a good exercise to illustrate the concept, after which you will most likely want
to move to the next method.

Once one has determined the Total Time of Flight (TOF), meaning the time the signal
takes to travels from a hardware propagation delay corrected source to the
measurement mic, one can convert this time to distance by multiplying the total TOF
times the velocity of sound (1.13ft/ms).

One then cuts a string about 1 foot longer than the distance calculated and precisely
marks the string, leaving about 6 inches free at each end beyond the marks to
facilitate holding/securing the string.. With help, one then placed the marked spot on
one end of the string to the acoustic center of the source speaker (this will be near the
geometric center of the speaker baffle – (not the tweeter!). The other marked end will
be secured at the location of the measuring mic’s capsule. This will leave a loop in the
body of the string.

With the endpoints secured, one will then extend the body of the loop until it is taut
and manipulate the loop until it makes contact with a boundary surface at precisely
one point with the body of the loop remaining taut. This is a representation of a
specular reflection that travels the distance corresponding to the total TOF from
source to measurement mic. You will want to mark the boundary incidence point with
some nondestructive material such as blue removable painter’s tape.

You will repeat this for each energy ‘spike’ on the ETC. After you have determined the
acoustical response model you wish to implement in the space, you will then proceed
to examine and identify (and mark) the path of each energy spike that that exceeds
the time and gain thresholds in the ETC response that satisfy the acoustic response
model you wish to achieve.

Estimating path direction by movement of the mic:

This method will not provide the precise specular path or point of boundary incidence of
the indirect specular reflection, but it will provide you with a general idea of where to



further refine your search. Once you have a general idea of the orientation, you will
most probably use the blocking method described next -once you are comfortable with
the process..

Place the cursor on the spike and note the arrival time, or (assuming you have already
recorded the total TOF), set that time as a reference for difference measurements.
Now move the mic a small distance, say 6 inches, in the direction you think the
reflection is coming from. Take another measurement. If the reflection is earlier in
time, you've moved towards it. If it is later in time, you've moved away from it. If it
didn't change much, you've moved sideways across it.

Try moving the mic in another direction along the same axis or perpendicular to the
axis in another direction (left and right or front and back) and see which way the
reflection moves.

Also try moving the mic up or down. A lateral reflection from a side wall won't
change much, but a ceiling reflection will change a lot. Also be sure you are
looking at absolute time units (time measured from the time origin of the test signal, not
to a translated time=0 axis value), not time relative to the direct signal arrival. The direct
arrival will be moving around as well.

Blocking method:

Perhaps the most common method (assuming you do not have a platform supporting
the 3D PolarETC capability!) to determine arrival direction is to block the microphone's
view in a certain direction with a sound absorbent barrier, such as an absorbent pillow
or a piece of semi-rigid Fiberglass. As you repeat the sweep with the piece of absorbent
material blocking one of the possible paths between source and mic, when you
effectively block a reflection path, that particular reflection ‘spike’ will either be reduced
in gain or it will disappear from the response display.

Note also that the ETC sees energy.. If you were to filter it into one octave bands it
would be apparent that the higher frequencies are more localized in time and that the
lower frequencies are more spread out over time. This is directly related to the fact
that sound has size. Meaning lower frequency longer wavelengths will occupy a larger
spatial region than the higher frequency smaller wavelength signals.

One can take advantage of this localized high frequency behavior to pinpoint the
direction of a reflection. The human hand is of sufficient size to effectively block the
high frequency events. The user need simply shadow the path to the mic with their
hand to determine the arrival direction of the reflection. Note that this only works when
the reflection has sufficient high frequency content. Fortunately, most reflections from
hard surfaces do, and the technique is quite effective.




